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DDR STATEMENT

Sandra Felix is a design lecturer in Architecture at Wits, and a practicing architect
with 20 years’ experience. She is researching towards her PhD in Architecture at Wits
on practice-based design research at the intersection of her own practice and design
pedagogy and a transformative and feminist critical spatial practice agenda. Her
design research is currently at a curatorial stage of reflection on a body of work based
on Schon’s ideas of the reflective practitioner (Schon 1983), merged with the “social
reflection” (Blythe 2013) which so closely mirrors the social-relational philosophy
of Ubuntu. The practitioner reflects on the body of work, and draws connections
between own projects, as well as with precedent projects of other architects as
evidence of a “community of practice” (Van Schaik and Johnson 2019). Then the
practitioner invites a local community, into the conversation, both to question but also
possibly to illuminate further tacit knowledge. Methods of reflective practice-based
design research include drawing, photographing, analyzing, curating as well as the
performative “reflective conversation with a unique and uncertain situation” (Schon
1983, 130)
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ABSTRACT

A child playing with scraps of fabric surrounded by a never-ending visual and sensory
feast of fabrics, matching and mis-matching colour, texture and pattern, these are
the memories of my childhood. That this playful female domesticity was transposed
to my feminist architectural practice. My research seeks a critical understanding of
the evolution of my architectural language, through reflective design research on
past practice. Questions arise of how one reconstitutes an archive of practice, and
how this reconstituting is also an appropriating and re-understanding of the archive
through (re)presentation. The choice of architectural research production or (re)
presentation tools or media reveals different types of tacit knowledge of design.
Photography is thus chosen as the medium or tool to reflect on the use of colour,
texture and materiality in past practice.

▲
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have explored past practice through freehand drawing; photography; timelines;

Playing with fabric: design research reflections on colour,

graphs and enchainment diagrammatic sketches.

materiality and texture in architectural projects

I am finding that each choice of architectural research production or (re)presentation
reveals different types of tacit knowledge of design and practice. The tacit design

A child playing with scraps of fabric surrounded by a never-ending visual and

knowledge unearthed in these reflective design research exercises is dependent on

sensory feast of fabrics, matching and mis-matching colour, texture and pattern,

the framework or methodological tool of the reflective exercise.

these are the memories of my childhood. My mother was a formidable and intelligent
woman who was not afforded the opportunity to study beyond primary school and

The methodological tool of black and white

poured all of her creativity and focus into being a seamstress, rising to the top of her

sketch drawing vignettes revealed spatial and

profession as a seamstress to top fashion designers. My childhood was spent

conceptual

surrounded by fabrics, and drawings, mixing and matching colour and pattern and

projects,

learning from her through play.

landscape

tacit

design

revealing
was

how

designed

knowledge

across

architecture
holistically

and
in

a

topographical manner, whilst a timeline exercise
That this playful female domesticity was not considered serious in the art world is

revealed operational knowledge and design

drawn out by Brenda Schmahmann [1] in her research on the role of fabrics and

collaborations across projects. The topographical

playfulness in feminist art, and has parallels in how this love of colour, texture,

fascination

pattern and materiality was transposed to my feminist architectural practice. A sense

integrating

architecture

and

landscape was revealed in these past exercises

of the skin of a building which in comparison to the clothes enveloping human skin

through sectional, site and three dimensional Fig 1-Sketch vignettes - reflective

had depth and two surfaces, inside and outside, much like a beautiful coat with a

explorative and largely monochromatic drawings.

contrasting patterned lining. How the skin of the building becomes façade which

research drawings. Authors own.

The blurring of architecture and landscape occurs in the detail at the level of the skin

can be treated compositionally with colour, texture and material.

or envelope, but the very nature of this threshold skin, between inside and outside,
where architecture and landscape interface was not revealed through drawing. The

My research seeks a critical understanding of the evolution of my architectural

absences or gaps in the research findings became evident, I needed to shift position

language, through reflective design research on past practice. The methodologies

“look from another perspective…investigate other scales”.

of the first reflective design research exercises included drawing a series of quick
sketch vignettes of past projects, as well as a timeline of practice. This methodology

The physical embodied experience of the built work, its’ expression in terms of

was initially seen as an instrument to unearth tacit design knowledge. This

colour, materiality, texture, light and shadow, and its’ relation to the landscape

instrument as per Stengers was designed to fulfill a predetermined goal, but soon

context, was absent. Perhaps it could not be fully explored through drawing. Other

the instrument became a tool which “co-produces the thinker” [2]. The realization

methodological tools were required, and the lens of photography was chosen to

that this initial instrument became an active tool also echoes Haraway’s notion that

reveal this architectural materiality. The photography of a selection of projects

the objects of research have agency [3] and that they are never neutral. The tool had

completed over the last 20 years of practice seeks to look not only at each project

agency, suggested a particular reading of the projects reflected upon and by its’

but also across built work projects asking what photography can reveal about tacit

nature excluded other types of readings. Questions arose of how one reconstitutes

design knowledge. By becoming the photographer, I also become a viewer, a user,

an archive of practice, and how this reconstituting is also an appropriating and re-

an inhabitant of my own designs, my body is physically inside, alongside, outside,

understanding of the archive through (re)presentation. In my reflective research I
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above and below the space designed, and experiences the design in a way that was
only imagined through drawing, in a way that other non-designers experience it.
Behind the lens I achieve critical distance from my own designs and am able to see
them differently, the experience of the “ordinary user” [4] is kept alive.
A photograph is a snapshot of a single moment, a single focus and view of a single
project at a particular moment in time but a series of photographs of multiple
projects starts to reveal more than just the singular moment. By printing the
photographs all to a relatively small size and collating them into a matrix where I can
start to see patterns of colour, texture and materiality across projects, the singular
project photograph becomes a pixel in a larger photograph matrix of design
practice. As Christine Hawley put it “unintentionally a line runs from one piece of
work to the next and fascinations are sustained, details recur… difficult to chronicle
precisely the development of one idea- superficial thoughts remain dormant… then
resurface with vigor” [5]. The collective arrangement and re-arrangement of the
photographs reveals some threads of fascinations, the invisible lines become visible
whilst obscuring others. Repeating the process and with each pattern arrangement
other threads are revealed. One by one each photograph is handled with care. A
materiality of site emerges, the way each project takes cues from the landscape both
in terms of form but also in the use of local stone, timber and grass. The architecture
fuses with the site and landscape and is almost indistinguishable from it.

Fig 2 - Central Facility - Lower Sabie - Kruger National Park. Photograph by author
Fig 4- Photograph matrix of a selection of authors projects. Photographs by author.

This was not immediately apparent in the initial

Semper noted that ornament and colour were initially retained as decorative

drawing exercise which explored the site plan and

elements in building facades which reflected the patterned and colourful textiles that

section in relation to the landscape. The choice of
the materiality supports the integration into the
landscape as shown on the site sketch.

originally formed the outside walls. [6] It is this notion of transposing colour and
pattern from a textile practice to a building’s façade which I have explored in

Fig 3 - Central Facility sketch
vignettes

numerous projects. Oskar Putz in his 1994 Fixation and Autonomy of Colour in

This attention to site and landscape in the materiality of the building was explored in

Buildings denotes two essential attitudes to colour in architecture, the first is fixation

other projects, where the design integrates with the natural rock, and timber.

where there is a design unity of colour and architecture, where colour is bound to
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architectural form, and the second being an autonomy of colour where a dialogue

Coming back to the child playing with fabric, matching and mis-matching colours,

evolves between colour and architecture and colour is liberated from the

exploring patterns and sewing scraps together. The hand that made the garment

confinement to form [7].

was always visible, through lopsided stitches or skew cutting. What became clear in
reflecting on these photographs is the presence of the makers, the co-producers of

I traced these two attitudes in my work

the works. The photographs were not taken for publication, and thus show the

through photographic reflective research.

presence of the entire network of designers, builders, makers, consultants and

In my early work, there is a distinct fixation

client. The hands that designed, made, calculated, oversaw, paid, planned,

of colour to architectural form, where

supplied, managed and dreamed the work are visible. This further reinforced the

colour and texture accentuate architectural

reading of the previous timeline reflective exercise where this network of actors was

form. Colour, and different plaster textures

first revealed. Architecture is not a singular pursuit.

express different formal elements in the
architecture and is used as a subordinate
supporting element to the conceptual
form. Colour is used in a three-dimensional
way wrapping the buildings (fig5).

The methodological tool of photography has shown as per Stengers to be coproductive [2]. The intent of its’ use was to reflect on and study colour and materiality

Figure 2 Colour as
'fixation' to form .
Photographs by
author.

in the architectural language of my work. The tacit knowledge unearthed showed
that colour and materiality was treated as both a fixation enhancing form as well as

In later refurbishment projects colour is

applying its’ own rhythm to dematerialize form. These inherently contradictory

used

existing

approaches were combined in later work. In the early work, there are memories of

architectural form, to break up expanses

working really hard to be taken seriously as a female in a male dominated field,

of facades, and emulate the colour and

whereas after 20 years of practice a greater confidence and mastery of practice has

material diversity of the city. Colour

emerged which allows the unselfconscious playfulness of the child to return within

through paint is a very cost-effective

the professional arena.

to

dematerialize

method of re-constructing the relation of
the building to its’ surroundings. In this

Figure 4 Colour autonomy. Photos by author.

playful use of colour, it is not only liberated
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from form but sets up an independent
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rhythm on the façade, akin to Piet
Modrian’s

‘Boogie

Woogie’

series

of

paintings where “small seemingly moving
mosaic type colour elements… dissolve…
and cause the eye to move about thus
creating the impression of vibration” [7].

Figure 3 Colour as fixation and

In recent projects colour is used in both as a autonoomy. Photographs by author
fixation with architectural form, as well as an autonomous rhythm applied to the
façade.
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